Semi-Automatic Strapping Machine

Semi-Automatic Strapping Machine

F20X·F20XE

The new sophisticated and user friendly designed Semi-Automatic
strapping machine with safety features!
SAFETY DESIGN ENSURES EASINESS TO USE
Once the strap is brought around the object and inserted into the guide,
a beep sound indicates that the machine has started the tensioning.
Even though the strap feeding becomes unstable, the strap feeding
stops and prevents strap jamming with continuous beep sound.
(Utility model patented)

SOPHISTICATED ROUND SHAPED BODY
The round shaped body compared to the previous machines ensures
safe and comfortable operation.

LOW NOISE ENABLES USING IN THE OFFICE

F20XE

The design that gives priority to noise problem achieves a great
reduction of the noise. It is possible to use it at ease also in the office.

MICROCOMPUTER CONTROL
The reliability of the electric control has been greatly improved by
adopting a microcomputer compared to the previous models.

HOUSEHOLD VOLTAGE
All machines are powered from a standard single-phase electrical
socket, so it can be used without difficulty in any office and shop.

■Standard Specifications
Name

Semi Automatic Strapping Machine

Model

F20X (Box type), F20XE

Dimensions

F20X :L760mm×W570mm×H740mm
F20XE :L760mm×W570mm×H740,760,780mm

Weight

F20X : approx. 68Kg
F20XE : approx. 68Kg

Speed

2~3 seconds/cycle

Tension

Max. 490N (50Kgf)

Strap Width

Width 5mm ~ 15.5mm

Electrical
requirements
Electrical
consumption

F20X

ADJUSTABLE TABLE HEIGHT (only F20XE)
F20XE is constructed so that the table height can be freely adjusted in
three levels, 740mm, 760mm or 780mm. The operator can adjust the
height to the most suitable level for any strapping work.

WIDE VARIETY OF STRAP
Strap ranging from 5mm – 15.5mm of width can be utilized without
changing parts. Also, various kinds of straps, such as polypropylene,
elastic, formed, etc can be utilized on F20X and F20XE.

■Dimensions

Single phase 100V/120V/230V 50/60Hz
300W

※Specifications and appearance are subject to change without notice.
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